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Algorithms for determining the generating function, the prediction error matrix, 
and the best linear predictor for non-full-rank bivariate stationary stochastic 
processes are obtained. 0 1989 Academic press. IIIC. 
Prediction theory of multivariate stationary stochastic process is 
developed by Wiener and Masani in [12, 13, 31, where the two most 
important problems regarding the extrapolation of multivariate stationary 
stochastic processes are entirely settled for the fill-rank case: In [ 121 spec- 
tral characterization for the regularity of multivariate full-rank processes is 
given, and in [ 13, 33 algorithms for obtaining the generating function, the 
prediction error matrix, and the best linear predictor for the full-rank 
processes are developed. 
When it comes to the non-full-rank case, the spectral characterization of 
regular processes was first obtained by Wiener and Masani for the biuahate 
processes [14]. Their result was then extended to the general case by 
Matveev [6]. For the non-full-rank case the other important problem of 
finding algorithms for obtaining the generating function, the prediction 
error matrix, and the best linear predictor has not been settled. Rozanov in 
[lo, pp. 84-941 expresses the generating function of a multivariate process 
of rank 1 in terms of its spectral density. However, the expression there is 
entirely analytic and hence not useful for practical purposes. 
In the present paper we consider a bivariate process of rank 1 and 
develop algorithms for determining its generating function, prediction error 
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matrix, and best linear predictor. Our algorithms here have lots of 
similarities with Wiener and Masani’s original algorithms in [13, 31. 
However, the degeneracy here causes some severe differences. 
It is expected that the reader is familiar with the classical papers of 
Wiener and Masani [12, 133. Hence we shall be using their now-standard 
notations and terminology without introducing them. It is also expected 
that the reader is familiar with Masani’s papers [3, 53. 
In Section 1 we introduce some notations and preliminary results which 
are needed in the proof of Lemma 1.3. 
We then study the minimal processes in Section 2 and prove some results 
which are crucial in the development of our algorithms and which are also 
of independent interest. The main result of this section is a characterization 
for minimal equi-rank multivariate processes (cf. Theorem 2.5) which 
extends Lemma 2.7 in [3] to the non-full-rank case. Section 3 is devoted to 
establishing our algorithms for determining the generating function and the 
prediction error matrix. Due to the degeneracy in the rank there is an extra 
matrix N appearing in the preliminary steps toward finding the prediction 
error matrix G (cf. (3.1) in Lemma 3.10) and hence toward finding the 
generating function which is unpleasant. However, we are able to show 
that it is harmless and it disappears from the final expression for the 
prediction error matrix. (See Theorem 3.16). So we get a closed expression 
for the prediction error matrix G similar to the expression for the full-rank 
case in [3]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will first introduce some notations and preliminary 
results regarding non-full-rank q-variate stationary stochastic processes 
(SSP) which are essential throughout this work and which can be found in 
[ 51 and then prove a preliminary result (Lemma ( 1.3) which is needed in 
Sections 2 and 3. 
For the standard notations and terminology not formally introduced 
here the reader is referred to [12, 13, 31. 
Given any non-deterministic SSP f,,; n EZ by the well-known Wold 
decomposition, we have 
Jw)==w-~)+ f mg,-k), 4-=))l yf mtk), 
k=O k= -,m 
where d(n), A( - co), are the past and remote past of the SSP f,. Here 
g, = f,, - (f, ( A(n - 1)) is the one-sided innooation process of our SSP. 
G = (go, go) is the one-sided prediction error matrix of f,, and its rank is 
what is referred to as the rank of the process f,,. 
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It is desirable to normalize this innovation process. Cosidering G as an 
operator on C4 to @ 4, @ being the complex plane, we let the matrix J 
correspond to the projection from C4 onto the range of G with respect to 
the standard basis, and J’ the matrix of the projection on the orthogonal 
complement of the range of G. Since in general $ is not invertible, 
following Masani in [S], for normalizing we use the matrix 
H=(&+J’)-1 instead of m. The normalized one-sided innovation 
process is then taken to be h, = Hg, = (,,/G + J’)-’ g,. One can verify the 
properties 
(h,, h,) = 6,, J; g,=Jg,=,/h; HJl=J’=JlH, 
Jlh, = 0; H&=&=&H. 
From the Wold decomposition of the subspace A(n) one can get the 
Wold-decomposition for the process itserf 
fn=un+vn, urn 1 v,; m,nEZ, 
where u,, n E Z is a one-sided moving average process which is purely non- 
deterministic of the same rank as f,, and v, is deterministic. More precisely, 
u,= -f A,,/?&, f IA,&I:< 00. (1.1) 
k=O k=O 
We note that the Coefficients Ak&=(f,, h-k)=Ck, A,&=C, are 
unique, although A,‘s are not so [5]. Hence, the function 
Q(eie) = f A, & eike= f Ckeike 
k=O k=O 
is well defined. This function is called the generating function of the process 
f,,, n E Z. The inequality in (1.1) shows that each entry of Q, is in the usual 
Lebesgue space L2, a fact which is expressed by @ELM. The function U) 
has zero negative frequencies, this is a fact which is usually denoted by 
@ E H2. One can see that the problem of finding an algorithm for determin- 
ing ho and the best linear predictor of lag v denoted by ?, or equivalently 
their Kolmogorov isomorphs W and Y,, is tied up with inverting a. But, 
here, 4) is not invertible. However, the following theorem shows that 
its degenracy is caused by a constant matrix which can be factored out 
[4, Corollary 3.61. 
1.2. THEOREM. The generating function @( -) of a q-variate regular SSP 
is expressed in the form a( .) & w h ere G is the prediction error matrix 
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and Q belongs to H2 and is invertible a.e., with S-2 + (0) = I. In fact, one can 
take 
CE(e”) = JI + O(eie)H = I + f A,Je”‘. 
k=l 
Since J, H, and 9 are uniquely determined by the SSP, so is a. Now 
a-‘( -) is the Kolmogorov isomorph of g, in L*(f) [S]. Since h,= Hg,, 
the isomorph W of h, is, of course, given by W =Hfi-’ = (RHp’)-’ = 
(J’ + @(ei”)))‘. One then can get Y, = [e-i’O~(e’e)],+ [J’ + @(e”)]-I, 
which is the isomorph of the best linear predictor 1, [S, (13.1) (13.5), and 
(13.7)]. 
Next we prove some properties of J, G, and @ which are needed in the 
rest of the paper. 
1.3. LEMMA. Zf f,,, f, G, J, and CD are as before, then 
(a) &J=J&=& &J~=JI&=~, J(c+Jl)=G. 
(b) QJ=@, @J’=O. 
(c) J’ + @(e”) is (a.e.) invertible, and (Jl + @)-’ CD = J 
(J’+@)-‘J’= J’. 
(d) (J’+@)(J’+@)*=J’+f. 
ProoJ (a) is clear from the very definition of J and JI and (b) follows 
from (a) and the fact that @ = Q fi (cf. Theorem 1.2). For (c) we know 
(by Theorem 1.2) that a= J’ +@H. By (a) we also have JIH-’ = 
J@+J’)=J’. Clearly JI = J’H and hence we can write 
a= JIH +@H = (J’ +Q)H. Multiplying on the write by HP’ we get 
fiH - ’ = J’ + @. Since Q and H -’ are invertible we can see that 
J’ + @(e”) is invertible (a.e.). Knowing this the identities in (c) follow 
from 
(J’+@)J=@ and (J’+@)J’=O, 
which are simple consequences of identities in (b). Finally, to prove (d) 
note that, using (b), we can write 
(J’+@)(J’+Qp)*=JIJ’+Jl@*+@J’+@@*=J’+f. 
2. MINIMAL PROCESSES 
In this section we will consider minimal multivariate processes and 
characterize all such processes (Theorem 2.1) and then we will prove 
Theorem 2.5 which is a crucial fact toward the development of our 
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algorithm in the next section. For the definition of minimal processes and 
related terminologies and results see [3]. 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.4 in [ 111. 
2.1. THEOREM. A q-variate SSP f,, nE Z with spectral distribution F is 
minimal if and only if there exists a constant matrix B such that 
0 # j2z tr BF’#(e’@)B* d0 < co, 
0 
where A# stands for the generalized inverse of the matrix A as defined 
in [9]. 
For any q-variate SSP f,,, we define its two-sided rank to be the rank of 
the two-sided error matrix E. Since clearly G >, C we have Null(G) E 
Null(E) and hence range(E) = Null(E)’ E Null( = Range(G). Thus for 
any q-variate SSP we have 
two-sided rank = rank(E) < rank(G) = one-sided rank. (2.2) 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let f,,, n E Z be a q-variate SSP, we shall call the 
process equi-rank if its two-sided rank and one-sided rank are the same, 
If f,, n E Z is an equi-rank SSP then clearly Range(G) = Range(E), 
which in turn means that J is also the projection on the range of E. This 
fact enables us to claim that all the identities involveing G, J, and J’ 
proved in Section 2 have counter-identities involving E, J, and J’. In 
particular, we would like to mention a few which are needed later: 
E + Ji is invertible, J(E+Jl)=Z 
(C+Jl)J=E, (C+J’)-‘C=J. 
(2.4) 
The “normalized” two-sided innovation Y,, of the two-sided innovation a,, is 
given by 
‘Pn=(r,+JL)-‘0,. 
Although in this normalization we have used C instead of 3, this is what 
is needed for our purpose here. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let f,, nE Z be a minimal equi-rank multivariate SSP 
and let Y, be its two-sided normalized innovation process. Then 
(a) The two processes Yy, and f,, are biorthogonal; in fact we have 
W,, f,,) = 6,nJ; 
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(b) (@+ JI)-’ EH*, where @ is the generating function of our 
process f,. 




(the last equality is by (2.4)). Combining these two we get (\y,, f,) = i&J, 
which together with the stationarity completes the proof of (a). 
(b) As in the proof of Lemma 2.7 in [3] one can see that 
k=O k=O 
(2.6) 
On the other hand, from the Wold decomposition for the process f, and 
(1.11, we write 
f,= f Ak&h,ek+(f,, 1 u#i!(-00)). (2.7) 
k=O 
As we mentioned before, A,‘s are not unique but the Ck = Ak ,/& are 
unique and, in particular, Co = & and we can then, for instance, take 
A,=I. From (2.6) and (2.7), we have 
f Bjh,, f A/c&h,-, 
j=O k=O > 
= i Bj(hj, hi) &A,*ej. 
j=O 
(2.8) 
But by the definition of hi, we have 
(hi, hj)=(hov b)=(Hgo~Hgo)=H(go~ go)H 
= (,,&+ Jl)-‘G(&+ JL)-’ 
= I(&+ JL)~ &I[& (&+ J’)~-J = JJ=J. 
So (2.8) can be simplified as 
(‘i’(,,f,)= f BjJ$A,*_j= i, BjJi;;A,*pj. (2.9) 
j=O ,=o 
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This together with (a) gives c;=O Bj & Azpj= &,J. Hence we can write 
n-1 
jTo (A,-jJ)(~B:)+~B,*=6,J. (2.10) 
Now let us define the matrix valued function S on the disc D, by 
S(z) = f (,,kBk’)zk. 
k=O 
From (2.6) we get Cpzo Ifi Bzl i c co. This inequality then implies that 
each entry of the function S(z) belongs to the Hardy class on D, . Hence 
the radial limit S(eie) of S(z) exists (a.e.) and 
S(e”) belongs to H*. (2.11) 
Now since the expression on the left of (2.10) is just the nth Taylor coef- 
ficient of the product of S(z) with inner holomorphic extension fi + (z) = 
I + C,“= i A, Jzk of Q(eie) = I + Cp= 1 AkJeike E H* (cf. Theorem 1.2) we have 
n+(z)S(z)= J. Taking radial limits from both sides of this we get 
sL(eie)S(eie) = J. This implies that R-‘(e”)J = S(eie). This together with 
(2.11) implies that 
fi-‘(eie)JEH2. (2.12) 
Since n = I + CF=, A, Jeike, wenotethatW’=J’andhence@+tiJ’= 
@+ J’. Multiplying both sides of this by (cb+ J’)-‘J we get 
Now writing fi & for @ on the left (by Theorem 1.2), we get 
a($ + J’)(@ + J’)-‘J = (a fi + W’)(a, + J’)-‘J = J. Thus 
(Q,+J~)-‘J=(~+J)-‘n-‘J.Thisand(2.12)gives(~+J*)-‘J~H*. 
But (Q,+J’)-’ = (@+J’)-‘(J+J’) = (Q+J’)-‘J+(O+J’)-‘J*. 
Using Lemma(1.3)(c) we can write (@+JL)-‘=((O+JL)-‘J+JL~H2. 
3. DETERMINATION OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION AND 
THE PREDICTION ERROR MATRIX 
In this section we will establish our algorithm for determining the 
generating fuction and the predictor error matrix of a bivaraite SSP which 
is non-full-rank. The ideas here are similar to those in [3] and most of our 
theorems are generalizations of the results there. However, the difficulties 
raised from the degenracy makes it quite different in the details. 
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3.1. ASSUMPTION. Our regular bivariate non-full-rank SSP (of rank 1) 
has a spectral density f = [fi,] such that 
(i) f#EL’ 
(ii) f,, ELa, and l/fI, EL” 
(iii) fillfil E H" with 1 f2Jfi, 1 < c( < 1 (a.e.), where LX is a constant. 
From now on we assume that our SSP satisfies Assumption 3.1, and 
hence it has the following properties: By Assumption 3.1 (i) f# exists and is 
not zero, thus the process is minimal (by Theorem 2.1). This means that 
X # 0 and hence rank (C) 2 1. On the other hand, our process is assumed 
to be of non-full-rank. So Range (G) # C*. These together with G > E 
imply that 
Range(G) = Range(E), Rank(G) = Rank(C) = 1. 
So our process is equi-rank and we are in a position to use the results of 
Section 2. 
3.2. LEMMA. if f,, n E 2, satisfies Assumption 3.1, then 
(a) f=f& ,$)=fil(I+W 
(b) [!PI <CC-C 1 (with a constant) and YEH”. 
(c) I + M and (I + M)# both belong to L’. 
Proof (a) is clear taking Y =fi,/fl,, and M = (,$ ,,,r 1). 
(b) Follows from Assumption 3.l(iii) and our choice of Y in (a). 
(c) Since Y’E L” it is clear that M and hence I + MEL”. Now we 
note that f = fi,(I + M). Taking the generalized inverse of both sides one 
can see that fX = (l/fi,)(I+M)# and hence (I +M)# =fi,fx. Now 
(I + M)# EL’ follows from the fact that fil EL” and fX EL’ (see 
Assumption 3.1). 
The following theorem which reveals the relation between the generating 
functions off, fi, , and I + M is the generalization of a result due to Masani 
[3, Theorem 3.51. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let f,,, n E Z, be a regular bivariate process of rank 1 
whose spectral density satisfies Assumption 3.1, and let 
(i) the three functions #, a, and 4 be the generating functions of 
f, I + M, and f, , , respectively. 
(ii) G, G and g be the prediction errors of the processes corresponding 
to f, I+M, andf,,. Then 
(a) 1/4EHm; (b) a=@,; (c) G=gc. 
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Proof. 4 is the generating function of a scalar-valued process with 
density fiI. By Assumption 3.1 (ii) this process is minimal and hence by 
Lemma 2.7(c) in [ 31 4 PI belongs to H* and hence clearly to H”. 
(b) We have f =@D*; on the other hand, we have f=fi,(I+M)= 
(&$)(&bQ*) = (da)(@)* = \y\y* (taking Y = 46). We have to show that 
these two factors @ and Y offare the same. Since @ is the optimal factor 
off we have @+(O)@~(O)>I+(O)Y$(O). Then we have @+(O)@*,(O)> 
4+UM+(O) 4,tWW). So we get 
or 
([f@]+ (O))([f@]+ to,)*>m+to,m:to,. 




(3.5) together with part (a) implies that (l/4)@ is a factor of I + M; now 
this and the fact that d, is the optimal factor of I + M forces (l/4)@ to be 
equal to 6 (by the Uniqueness Theorem 4.4 in [4]). That is to say, 
(l/4)@ = 6, which implies @ = 46 = I. 
(c) This follows from (b), since a+(O) = ,,&, 4+(O) = ,/$, and 
6+(o)=*. 
Since we know how to determine 4, as the generating function of a 
regular scalar-valued process we concentrate on determining the generating 
function 6 of I + M. So from now on we will assume that our SSP satisfies 
the following assumption. 
3.6. ASSUMPTION. The regular bivariate SSP f,,, FEZ, has a spectral 
density of the form f = I + M such that 
(i) f=I+M= (& ,$,2), with YE H” and JYyI <a < 1 for some 
constant CL. 
(ii) f#=(I+M)#EL’. 
Now as in [3] for any 2 x 2 matrix-valued function ‘I’ EL* we define 
9’(Y) = (‘PM), . Since - 1 and I Y] * are the eigenvalues of M, it follows 
from ) Y] < c1< 1 that B is a bounded operator. 
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The relevance of 9 to our problem can be seen from the following 
lemma, which generalizes Masani’s Lemma 4.4 in [3]. 
3.1. LEMMA. With Assumption 3.6 and the notations above we have 
(cF+P)(J’+&)(J’+@)-‘=I, 
where X is the identity operator on L*. 
Proof Since the density f of our process satisfies Assumption 3.6, it 
certainly satisfies Assumption 3.1. Thus by the remarks following 
Asumption 3.1, we can use Theorem 2.5(b) to conclude that (J’ + a)-’ E 
H* and hence \Y = (J’ + &)(Jl + a)-’ E HZ. We also note that 
Y(O)=(J’+&)(J’+Q(O))-‘=(J’+&(J’+&)-’=I. 
Now since I + M = f = CD@*, using Lemma 1.3(c) we have 
Y+YM=Y(I+M)=(J’+&[(J1+O)-‘@I@* 
= (J’ + ,,,k)J@* = (J’J +&J)@* = &@* 
which then implies that (U + PM), = 0 or ‘I’+ + (YM), = 0. Thus 
Y++(YM)+=Y-I+(YM)+=O. So Y+(YM)+=I; that is to say 
(S + P)(Y) = I. 
3.8. THEOREM. Let M be as in Assumption 3.6. Then the following series 
converges in L*, 
I-M+ +(M+M)+ - . . . . (3.9) 
ProoJ We notice that 
((W+M)+W+ . ..I+ 
n-times 
= ((WI*)+ Iv*)+ . ..I+ y ((WI*)+ Iv*)+ .-.I+ . 
(n - 1 )-times n-times 




((WI’), M*)+ . ..I+ ~12d~ 
z;t, y 
(n - 1 )-times 
a* 2n 
<- s 271 0 
WlfJ’l*)+ IV*)+ ... 1, Y I2 de. 
(n - *)-times 
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Continuing this process we get 
. ..)+ yl2de~a2a4(n-‘)=a4n-2, 
(n - 1 )-times 
Similarly one can see that 
t(w12)+ I’y12)+ . ..)+ IY12)+ dO<a4”. 
-7 
n-times 
Comparing with geometric series we see that each of the entries of 
the series in (3.9) converges in L2 and hence the series itself converges 
in L2. Denoting the sum of the series (3.9) to be Y, it is easily 
seen that (Y++)(\y)=I. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.7, 
(X+B)((Jl +&)(J’+ @)-‘)=I. Using these two facts we get 
(Y+P)[Y-(Jl+&)(J’+@)-‘]=O. 
We have thus proved the following lemma. 
3.10. LEMMA. Under Assumption 3.6 and the notation above we can write 
‘I’=(J’+&)(J’+rD)-‘+N, (3.11) 
where the 2 x 2 matrix-valued function N is in the Null of (9 + 9’). 
In contrast to the full-rank case we get an extra unknown term N in 
(3.11) which causes a problem for our algorithm to work. However, we will 
show that this extra unknown term is immaterial as far as the computation 
of our prediction error matrix G is concerned. We first need to prove the 
following lemma. 
3.12. LEMMA. Under Assumption 3.6 and the notations above we have 
N(I+M)=O. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.10, N ~Null($ + 9) and hence taking N = [no] 
we can write 
Thus 
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Now N=Y - (J’ +&)(J’ +@))I belongs to H2 and its 0th Fourier 
coefficient vanishes; in fact 
Thus we can see that (note that Y’E H”) 
(Yn,2)+ = fJ+,, and ( YJn2,J + = Yn2,. (3.14) 
Using (3.14) and the fact that all entries of the resulting matrix on the 
right-hand side of (3.13) are zero we get 
n,, + Yn,,=O and n,, + Yn,, = 0. 
Using these we can write 
HI1 + %2 n12 + W,, + yn12) -n12 
= 
n21 + yn22 n22 + W2, + yn22) - n22 1 0 0 = 0 0‘ [ 1
3.15. Remark. In the full rank case norm of the operator 9’ is less than 
one and hence 9 + B is invertible so Null(9 + P’) is zero, and hence N in 
this case is simply 0. So our Lemma 3.12 subsumes its corresponding 
full-rank result due to Masani [3]. 
The following theorem shows a way to compute the prediction error 
matrix. 
3.16. THEOREM. Under Assumption 3.6 and the notations above we have 
G=YfY*, 
where Y=I-M, +(M+M)+ - .... 
Proof: We have shown in the last two lemmas that Y = 
(fi + J’)(J* + a)-’ + N, where N is a 2 x 2 matrix valued function with 
Nf = N(I + M) = 0 and hence fN* = 0. Using this we can write 
‘8’f’t’*=[(&+J’)(cD+J’)-‘+N]f[(&+JL)(@+JL)-’+N]* 
= [(&+J’)(J’+@)-‘+N]f[(,/6+JL)(d’*+JL)~’+N*] 
= [(,,k+ J’)(@+ J’)-‘If@+ J’)(@* + J’)p’] 
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= [(&+ J’)(@+ J’)-‘]dW*[($+ J’)(clp* + J’)-‘1 
= (&+ J’)[(J’+@)-‘WJ[Q*(J’ +Vp’](J’ +&) 
= [(,,k+ J’)J][J(J’+W-‘1. 
(The last equality follows from Lemm 1.2(c)). We can now continue to 
write 
Yf’I’* + [(&+ J’)J][J(J’+@*)-‘I= [&][&] =G, 
which completes the proof. 
Using the last theorem one can compute the prediction error matrix G 
from f and ‘I’. Now since ‘I’ itself can be obained through the series (3.9) 
defining it, we have obtained an algorithm to compute G. 
Now in order to get an algorithm for finding the generating function Cp 
of our process we first note that having computed G we can find J and 
hence f + JI. In order to continue our algorithm we need the following 
theorem. 
3.17. THEOREM. Under Assumption 3.6 we have 
(a) f+J’eL” 
(b) (f+ J’)-‘EL’ 
(cl P/J EL’, where p(eie) and 12(eie) are the smallest and largest 
eigenvalue of f(e”) + J’. 
Proof. (a) This follows because by Assumption 3.6(i), f = I + ME L”. 
(b) By Assumption 3.6(ii) fX = (I + M)# EL’. Hence our process 
is minimal (by Theorem 2.1). Thus Theorem 2.5(b) implies that 
(@+ J’)-‘EH’ which then using lemme 1.3(d) enables us to conclude 
that (f + JI)-’ EL’. 
(c) The proof of this is now similar to that of the corresponding 
result of Masani in [3]. 
Using this theorem we proceed with our algorithm for finding CD, Having 
computed G, and hence J, we have f + J’ as we discussed above. This new 
density f + J* satisfies Masani’s condition [3, Assumption 3.11. Thus we 
can utilize the algorithm there to obtain the generating function 6 of 
f + J’ and then we appeal to the following theorem to obtain the 
generating function @ of our original process whose density is f. 
3.18. THEOREM. If f = J + M satisfies Assumption 3.6, and if 0 and 6 
are the generating functions off and f + J’, respectively, then 
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(a) @+ J’-, (@+ JI)-‘, 6, &’ all belong to H2. 
(b) (@ + J’)+(O) and a+(O) are both positive definite. 
(c) @=4-J’. 
Proof. By Assumption 3.6(ii) we know that f# = (I+ M)# EL’. 
Thus by Theorem 2.1 the process with density f is minimal. Now 
Theorem 3.17(b) implies that (a + Jl))’ belongs to H2. On the other 
hand, 6 is the generating function of f + J* and, since the process with 
density f + J’ is minimal (because (f + J-L)-’ EL’ (by Theorem 3.17(b))), 
its generating function 4 has an inverse belonging to H2. Since @ + J’ and 
4 as generating functions obviously belong to Hz, the proof of (a) is 
completed. Part (b) is clear because @ and 6 are optimal, and 
Now (c) follows from part (a), part (b), and a uniqueness theorem due to 
Wiener and Masani [ 13, Theorem 8.121. 
3.19. Remark. Now following Section 5 in [3] we can obtain a mean 
convergent series representation for the best linear predictor. To be precise 
we assume that our process satisfies Assumption 3.1. Thus using the 
algorithm developed above we can find @ and (JI + @) ~ ‘, and hence their 
Fourier coefficients Ck and D,, respectively. Therefore, we can find the 
Fourier coefficients E,, of Y,= [e-“e@(eie)],,+(J’ +a)-‘. Now since 
Assumption 3.1 implies that f ELm we see that @(eie) and hence 
[e~“8@(e’B)]o+ belongs to L”. On the other hand, since f# is assumed to 
be in L’, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.5(b) show that (J’+Q)-’ EL’. 
Thus Y, belongs to L2 and so its Fourier series converges to it in the 
appropriate norm; i.e., 
t Eykeike + Y, 
k=O 
(in L2-norm). 
But since f is in L” we see that f < /?I (a.e.) for some constant /I, and this 
enables us to get (cf., for example, Theorem 5.2 in [3]) 
i Evkeike + Y, (in L2( f )-norm). 
k=O 
Using Kolmogorov’s isomorphism and noting that (as we discussed in 
Section 1) Y, is the isomorph of the best linear predictor 1, of lag v, we get 
t,t= f &f-k (in Hz-norm). 
k=O 
This completes our algorithm for determining the best linear predictor. 
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